Board the Peace Train!
Saturday, June 17

Support the UN in Negotiating a Treaty to Globally Ban Nuclear Weapons!

Join the Coalition for Peace Action’s Peace Train to NYC for the Women’s March to Ban the Bomb

Pre-boarding Rally at the Trenton Train Station at 9:30 AM
*All welcome, whether or not you can board the Peace Train

Board NJ Transit train at 9:59 AM from Trenton Train Station to NYC
*Additional Peace Train riders can board at other stations on the Northeast Corridor Line to NYC. Join the Peace Train riders in the train car closest to the front. Attendees are responsible for the purchase of their own train tickets.

12 PM March from Bryant Park to Rally in Dag Hammarskjold Plaza (across from UN)

Call 609-924-5022 or email cfpa@peacecoalition.org to let us know that you’re coming
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